CALL TO ORDER
Lieutenant Governor Mark Robinson, President

PUBLIC BILLS

CONFERENCE REPORT FOR ADOPTION-SECOND READING-ROLL CALL
SB 105  B. Jackson, Harrington, Hise

2021 APPROPRIATIONS ACT.  Conf Com Sub
2-18-21  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Appro/Base Bud
6-17-21  seq ref to Finance added
6-22-21  unfav bill; Appro/Base Bud Com Sub adopted; rerefer Finance
6-23-21  fav
6-24-21  B. Jackson Amd #1 adopted; Edwards Amd #2 adopted; Clark Amd #3
         adopted; Sawyer Amd #4 adopted; Davis Amd #5 tabled; Garrett Amd #6
         tabled; Murdock Amd #7 tabled; Chaudhuri Amd #8 tabled; Waddell Amd #9
         tabled; Crawford Amd #10 tabled; Nickel Amd #11 tabled; Marcus Amd #12
         added; passed 2nd rdg
6-25-21  passed 3rd rdg; engrossed
8-12-21  rec'd for concur H Com Sub #2; cal 8-16-21
8-17-21  fails to concur H Com Sub; Sen appts conf com
8-18-21  House appts conf com
11-15-21  Conf Rpt submitted; cal 11-16-21
CONFERENCE REPORT FOR ADOPTION

SB 308  Johnson, Jarvis

VARIOUS BUILDING CODE AMEND.  Conf Com Sub

3-17-21  Rules
3-18-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Ag/Ener/Envir; if fav Rules
3-30-21  unfav bill; Ag/Ener/Envir Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
3-31-21  fav
4-1-21  Jarvis Amd #1 adopted; passed 2nd & 3rd rdgs; engrossed
10-25-21  rec'd for concur H Com Sub; Rules
11-1-21  w/d Rules; cal 11-2-21
11-2-21  fails to concur H Com Sub
11-3-21  Senate and House appt conf com
11-4-21  Conf Rpt submitted; rerefer Rules
11-15-21  w/d Rules; cal 11-16-21
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SARAH HOLLAND
Principal Clerk